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Readers: Vintage People 
on Photo Postcards

by tom phillips.  
foreword by david lodge  

(bodleian library, 2010, $25)

Books on reading attract those of us who 
relish the experience. That includes illustrated 
books such as the charming Readers, a small-
format hardcover from the Bodleian Library 
(close to 7 inches square; 112 pp.). The shape of 
this book suits the subject matter perfectly; on 
each page are reproduced two portrait postcards 
of British subjects, in either horizontal or vertical 
format, reproduced in sepia tones at 75 percent 
of their actual size, with little touchup. The high-
quality, glossy reproduction from negatives 
makes the postcards look very close to original.

All of the photos were taken in the first half 
of the 20th century, and most of them before 
the Second World War. As the author and col-
lector, Tom Phillips, points out in endnotes, the 
“radical democratisation of portraiture” took 
off after 1902, when the post office permitted 
messages on the backs of inexpensive photo 
postcards. Many of these cards, in fact, were 
sent in envelopes, which contributed to their 
preservation. (A few of the messages are included 
in the notes, prompting smiles and speculation.)

The more than 200 postcards in the book 
were selected from Phillips’ massive collection 
of 50,000 now housed in the Bodleian Library. 
Under the general theme of “readers,” images are 
cleverly grouped—so we have the young and the 
elderly, male and female, choirboys and clergy 
(well represented), nurses and military men, 
and a delightful spread depicting identical twins. 
Besides studio portraits with diverse backdrops, 
thanks to the rise of amateur photography, there 
are also workaday parlour scenes, garden scenes 
and plenty of beach scenes (hello, Margate!). The 
curatorial selection and pacing of images works to 
great effect.

As David Lodge points out in his thought-
ful foreword, “Since the experience of reading 

itself is visually inscrutable, one looks at these 
images for other kinds of human interest, 
behavioural and sociological” (p. 6). And the 
student of history will find plenty of interest 
here. For instance, what are these 20th-century 
readers “reading”? Books and magazines often 
served as props in the photographer’s studio, 
but in the less formal portraits by amateurs, the 
newspaper or even a Sunday school exercise 
book seems right at home. Phillips points to 
particular titles of interest in his introduction, 
the odd caption and non-intrusive notes.

“Reading” these photos provides a pleas-
ant diversion from reading text. From hair, 
clothing and shoe styles to furnishings to 
interior décor, their details provide a fascinating 
glimpse into an earlier era. By extension, one 
wonders how readers of the 21st century will 
be depicted—and whether digital devices will 
be more prevalent as reading material than 
traditional words in print. Come to think of 
it, the photos themselves may be digital too.

Readers is one in a series of four books (to 
date) showcasing postcards from the Tom 
Phillips Archive. The other titles are Bicycles, 
Weddings and Women & Hats, all distributed 
by the University of Chicago Press.
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A Wordless Narrative Told in 109 Wood Engravings 
by George A. Walker rca

Medium: wood engraving hand printed on 
250 gm Rising Stonehenge100% rag archival 
paper and comes fully bound in cloth with a 
clamshell protective box.  

Book size: 6¼ × 8 × 2½ 
(232 pages printed recto)

Edition size: 39 copies signed and numbered

Left: Each image is drawn 
in reverse onto a piece of 
endgrain Canadian Maple 
and then inked in with 
pen and brush before the 
enngraving process begins.

Above: Sample proofs of the images made directly from 
the maple blocks, which are 2 3⁄4” × 4” in size. 

New from master wood engraver 
George A.Walker and available  
in July 2011:

The Mysterious Death of Tom Thomson 
is a visual elegy written in wood, told with one 
hundred and nine wood engravings. This limited letterpress book 
poses a possible scenario and cause of Canadian landscape painter 
Tom Thomson’s untimely mysterious death in Algonquin Park in 
1917 at the age of 39 years. Introduced by critic Tom Smart, former 
CEO of the McMichael Canadian Art Collection, Kleinburg.
Limited to 39 copies, each bound and housed in a linen-covered 
solander box, signed and numbered.
Copies are priced at $1,200.00 each.

To purchase please contact:
Richard Coxford,  
Bytown Bookshop

email: info@bytownbookshop.ca
phone: (613) 302-4718

Bytown Bookshop
385 McLeod Street
Ottawa, ON
K2P 1A5

Below: The blocks 
are then engraved with 
spitstickers, scorpers and 
lining tools and readied 
for the press and first 
test proofs.
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